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Runes and runic divination in particular have been areas of longstanding interest among Pagans. Two new books of runes take readers beyond divination into less familiar territory and are worth
attention for the ways in which they reflect broader themes in Pagan
studies. Analyzing contemporary Pagan literature around the runes
could provide something of a “core sample” for Pagan religious history. With their distinctive approaches to the runes, Harrell’s Runic
Book of Days and Pennick’s Wyrdstaves of Old Northumbria indicate the
usefulness of this sort of literary analysis.
Genre
Literary genres are like biological species in some ways. They emerge
through processes, evolutionary or cultural. They are shaped by the
pressures of their ecosystems and adapted to their time and place. As
such, genres are more than categories or styles of writing. They are
emerging records of culture, revealing the concerns and constraints
of the times and communities that formed them. S. Kelley Harrell
fashions her approach to the runes as a “book of days.” The “book
of days” is something of an ancient literary genre—a type of devotional book to be read in conjunction with the calendar. Contemporary people are accustomed to the calendar as a series of blank boxes,
empty and void, upon which they inscribe their personal activity
and agendas. The book of days presupposes a very different sort of
space-time in which each day arrives already infused with meaning.
The genre takes the cycles of nature (days, seasons, lunar months,
planetary movements, etc) as vital dimensions of experience. These
cycles, and the long history of human spirituality, inform the spiritual context of each day and influence how we should live within it.
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This is the sort of genre we should expect to emerge from religions
that identify as earth-based.
The Roman poet Ovid published one of the first book of days,
Fastorum Libri Sex, often referred to as Fasti, in the first century CE.
Several Pagan authors seem to be reviving this genre for contemporary times. A few varied but not exhaustive examples might include
Diane Stein’s The Goddess Book of Days and Gerina Dunwich’s The
Wicca Book of Days, which draw calendric correspondences to events
such as Z Budapest’s birthday, Circle Sanctuary’s legal recognition
as a church, and goddess festivals throughout the world. Lucya Starza’s lively Every Day Magic engages readers with poems, recipes, and
spells reflecting the character of each day. Harrell’s contribution to
this emerging Pagan genre turns the rune row into a pilgrimage
through the wheel of the year. Readers explore the runic correspondences to days, fortnights, and the cycle of seasons as opportunities
to experience personal and natural mysteries. Scholars may be interested in how Harrell’s book contributes to the ongoing development
of this genre in contemporary Paganism.
Literary Histories
Literary core samples can also reveal the layers of provenance that
cross time and genre. For instance, Harrell’s runic approach to her
book of days does not stand alone. It emerges from a cluster of Pagan
writers working on astrology from a Norse perspective. One of these
is Nigel Pennick, who wrote the forward for Harrell’s Runic Book of
Days. Pennick is a Pagan author and scholar from East Anglia with
a long interest in earth and calendar-based spirituality. Pennick has
published his own book of days, as well as Runic Astrology in which
he uses Norse cosmology to develop an astrological system based
in Northern European Paganism. Freyja Aswynn, another British
Pagan and author of Northern Mysteries and Magick, has also contributed to this body of work. She has posited correspondences between
the runes, the twelve halls of the Norse gods, described in the Poetic
Edda’s Grímnismál, and the more traditional astrological houses of
the zodiac.
The connections between these authors indicate the existence
of a community of Pagan thinkers with an ongoing interest in the
development of a Norse astrology. This contemporary pursuit has its
roots deep in the nineteenth century. Nationalist intellectuals sought
to demonstrate that the archaic societies of Northern Europe had
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methods of astronomy and astrology that rivaled the well-known
systems of Greco-Roman origin. The Rune-Gild, Edred Thorsson’s
initiatory society of Heathen rune magic, did much to carry forward
this “Norse astrology” into the twenty-first century. This literary
history is by no means an indictment of Harrell’s book. The Runic
Book of Days is a practical journey of personal exploration, a slow
walk that gradually unfolds the meaning of the runes in the reader’s
life. In fact, her book seems to demonstrate the effects that time and
distance can have in washing out pernicious influences. Scholars of
astrology and Norse reconstructionism will find this literary history
compelling and should consider how both Harrell and Pennick contribute to this discourse.
The Local Turn
Nigel Pennick’s newest rune book, Wyrdstaves of Old Northumbria, is
relevant to another important direction in contemporary Pagan studies—the turn toward regional and local embodiments of Paganism.
As Kathryn Rountree’s work has shown, these local forms complicate
the familiar categories or denominations of Pagan practice. Pennick’s
book does a similar thing with the runes. While the “universal” or
“canonical” character of the runes remain, Pennick embeds them in
a local landscape, language, and folklore, developing a sort of bioregional approach to the runes. These runes sound different, resonating with the overtones provided by their specific local context. Much
critical attention continues to be given to ethnic, nationalist, and
racial forms of Heathenry. In contrast, Pennick positively assesses
the hybrid culture of Pictish, Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, and Norse influences that shaped the Northumbrian runic furthorc. While Pennick
writes about the past, scholars should approach the book as contemporary discourse from an emerging localized Paganism that is
earth-based and multicultural in orientation. As scholars continue to
turn an eye toward “the local,” books such as Pennick’s will provide
insight into these idiosyncratic developments of Paganism.
Jefferson Calico
Corbin, Kentucky, USA
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